
2/4/2013 1:13 Subscriber to two year program
Confusion about different products.
What does RNA Drops do?
Audio files on 2012rnaradio.com:
Six Part Series under "RNA Drops Explained"
Various levels of technical information about performance
of RNA Drops and genetics.
YouTube channel of videos including testimonials.
2012RNAradio on YouTube
Need for exploration and research.
Don't want to force people to try without knowledge.
The Presence Process
Sort this out for yourself. I gave you the links to the information.
Take some initiative and keep in seeking mode.
Come into your own power.

Support for quick smooth change.
Give body permission to make new perfect cells.

into the cells 100%.

Coming out with product for animals.

Body is electric and the reason why it's electrical is from the
minerals. We don't have the minerals we need in our bodies.
Soil depletion.
Get us back to creating perfect cells under influence of RNA
process.
Assists processes for which your body is designed.
Ancient Minerals Magnesium Oil.

13:00

We never tell people to come off drugs and start with RNA
Drops. Drops are food, so you can start taking them even with
other drugs.
Then, if you feel better and your doctor approves, you can come 
off.
Important to have magnesium when you take drugs.
Drugs deplete magnesium from your system.
Wife does mineral baths and taking magnesium.
Side effect from drugs - muscle spasms.
Pain medicine instead of treating magnesium deficiency.
Symptoms can go away with enough magnesium.
When you don't sleep and have pain, you can get depressed.
Empower Plus - November 14, 2012 audio
RNA Drops and magnesium might be what your wife needs.
The Empower Plus can also be a backup plan.

ReAline is amino acid and Vit B product to support new cells.

ReMag is pico-ionic magnesium which means it gets directly

ReNew is transdermal form of RNA Drops.

ReLyte will be out in a month - mineral and electrolyte product.

Pharmaceutical Drugs - Gabapatin
That's neurontin is a treatment for pain.
Sertraline - Zoloft



20 clinical trials
20:35 I'm taking RNA Drops for four weeks.

Big difference in thought process and energy levels.
21:29 Impotence

There are several testimonies about this.
Don't know about erectile dysfunction testimonials.
Assume it will help and you are on your way. :)

24:20 7/28/11 Private Session:
What you have now is cells reproducing and trash you create.
Your  body digests and takes out the trash.
Some trash it can't break down or assimilate like heavy metals.
Along with the change in the environment what you are 
changing in your body is how everything processed.
Meeting challenge of change with RNA Drops.

Lipids - the change will occur as a shift in the lipid channels.
Lymphatic and lipid system will merge.
Lymphatic system is our fractal antenna.

absorb breakdown into the bloodstream and picked up into
the lymphatic system.
Dr. Bruce Lipton - Biology of Belief
What happens when a cells receives a signal to engage 
replication process.
Cell membrane and lipid system it looks like a peanut butter
sandwich.
Receives all signals from all nutrients and the environment.
Explains how perfect cells can be created if signal is correct.
Environmental aspects to cell. Can maintain health if right
signal is present.
RNA drops are giving signal to cell's antennae. This is in the
patent.
Signaling quality of RNA Drops.
It's called the Biology of Perception by Bruce Lipton.
Lays out supremacy of the environment.
Cells perfectly respond to environment with signaling
capacity, like RNA Drops.
Magnesium and ATP

36:04

37:29 RNA Drops sounds like testimonies for Human Growth Hormone
Human Growth Hormone was promoted as a cure all.
When you get it as a drug, it's a synthetic. Doesn't meet claims.
RNA Drops are creating perfect cells so you will create perfect
Human Growth Hormone. That's one set of cells.
When body is perfect, it works on your no time zone.

truehope.com

Break down trash, heavy metals, chemicals, chemtrails.

As digestive enzymes break down tri-glycerides, intestinal cells

Human magnezome.
Customer heads off flu by taking ReAline
Send in testimonials with ReAline



Does Human Growth Hormone perfect non-physical?
Adding another level to physical.

40:35 We're making a new sugar, a super sugar.
I-Cell in RNA Drops is a super sugar. 
Doesn't engage sweetness; cleans up stuff.
Doesn't effect you like table sugar does. Helps you metabolize
other foods. Takes out the trash.
RNA Drops will clean up junk. Without junk, you will live
forever.
Junk you are not using as an immortal causes aging, because

Everyone has body of 25 year old and stay here for eternity.
Travail because you are accustomed to the other.
If we take out the trash, clean out the junk that makes us age,
we won't have to age.
Nails and hair grows faster. 
Blood can look different after RNA Drops.
You are given gifts of manna every day. As long as they didn't 
store, they got manna the next day.
Your mind takes you done a tunnel, delivery of new stuff
collects. Unused stuff is gifts every day.
Coming to you whether you want it or not.
Gifts pile up and become debris.
Cell's impulse is for life or protection.
If it's protection, cell will shut down.
If cell is open to allowing, it has a different emphasis.
If you get into survival and in constant stuck position, motivated
by fear, the cell also is in a stuck position.

46:58 Frequency, vibration, polarity 
Can adjust body from frequency or magnetism.
You can draw more misery to yourself.
Makes your antenna stronger.
Become more than you and don't increase magnetism, then
you  will gain weight to compensate for lack of magnetism.
Operating regardless because it responds to the new stuff
coming to you.
On RNA Drops Explained excerpt.
Importance of being grounded in your experience, similar
to how a tree takes root in the ground, then your body will
balance through putting on extra weight.
Copper bracelets on ankles.
Magnesium and phosphorus have incredible grounding effect.
Similar to what you would find in touching the dirt.

51:08

53:08 How important is taking the Drops under the tongue?
Start activating lymphatic system right away.

there's no way to uncreate it.

Ongoing intense discussions with iON about projects.
Update on cutting edge of iON evolution.
achieveradio.com



Under tongue - this is not going to absorb completely under
your tongue.
Some will activate.
The rest swallow it.

54:10 Using RNA Drops if you have had a kidney transplant
Is it safe?
Being a food product, it's fermented barley sprouts. Start with
one drop at a time if you are sensitive or very ill.
See what happens.
Observe and add one drop a week, if it works.
Allow the body to slowly adapt.
We didn't want his body to reject the organ.
A person's new cells will be incorporated into the kidney, it
will become his/her kidney
Kidney cells turn over quickly.
Liver also regrows kidney.
That kidney belongs to him and his body has no need to reject 
it.

57:19 Drops come out of the bottle so slowly.
Have plan to change dropper insert.
Remove insert.
Transfer the drops to a bottle with a dropper.
Feeling achy. Reaction to drops on 3 twice a day.
People who are sensitive, see FAQ. One drop a day.
Add one drop a week.
Build up slowly.

On computer and am achy. When I move around, I'm fine.
Turn over of cells, dead cells are lingering in sitting position.
Like a bit of fluid retention.

Accept the weirdness and know it will go away.
People start Drops and sleep for a week. Then, get energized.
Expert in RNA Drops is dubious. Brings out your uniqueness.
Cancer patent on Cell-8.
Key is  the I-Cell.
I-Cell does basic alchemy. Ringer's lactate-Cell-8.

Good goal might be 12-13 drops twice a day.
Going to find your own level.

1:05:45 RNA Drops in morning only
How important is it to take it later in the day.

Once a day isn't enough.
Set your own timing based on parameters of your own.
Like if you get activated and can't sleep.
Put it under tongue and don't eat on top of it for 15 minutes.
Consider it a separate meal.

Epsom salts baths and take ReMag.

Think about taking the ReAline as well.

It's in the ReNew, RNA Drops, and ReBob.

iON says twice a day is an appropriate use.



1:08:12
Have a Parkinson type  tremor in leg and arm.
Started on Parkinson's medication. Helps but doesn't go away.
No other Parkinson's symptoms.

Dosage on bottle to begin with. Some will take extra.

Let us know how you do in a week of beginning, then we can
talk about amount.

Huge magnesium deficiency.

Build up to the amount that takes away your symptoms.
Phone in every week and let us know how are you are doing.

Ordered ReMag

It means neuromuscular. With that I go right for the magnesium.

First thing to start with is ReMag.

Blog talks about neuromuscular symptoms.

Some people are taking 6 tsps a day. I'm not telling you that.
Varies depending on symptoms, highest doses with Afib.
If you take too much ReMag, you will get laxative effect.

ginney@rnafreesample.com
Email Ginney your question, if you can't get in.

mailto:ginney@rnafreesample.com
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